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Look! We can make sushi now!
On 24th July, a room at Walkden Gardens, Sale, was filled with enthusiastic
JSNW members who were willing to try their first-time Sushi-making. About
27 members gathered for what turned out to be an informative demonstration and a most enjoyable social event. Angela Davies was our 'Sensei'
[teacher] for the afternoon and began by explaining that the participants
were to make a norimaki - seaweed rolls. These are often made with raw fish
and vegetables but must be eaten within a few hours and cannot be left. In
the U.K., they are best made with smoked salmon; it is the safest option if
the freshness of the raw fish cannot be guaranteed. For this occasion,
smoked salmon, Japanese omelette, cucumber and carrot were used for the
fillings. Angela skilfully showed the participants how to make a norimaki.
The most challenging bit, of course, was rolling the seaweed round the rice
and fillings using the sushi mat. However, it was surprising that so many
people ended up with quite respectable-looking sushi! Taka-san had better
watch out! Thanks again, Angela! (by Joan Horley)
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もっと 知 りたい！

Tell me more!

Japan Day In-Depth
Have you ever seen Nishikigoi? They are Japanese ornamental carp, and one would see them in ponds at shrines and
temples in Japan, as well as at private homes. In this issue, a local Nishikigoi dealer, Tony McCann reveals the secrets
of the koi-dealing business. For more information, visit their booth at Japan Day or their website www.yourkoi.co.uk

Koi are spawned in May of each year and the fry released into
shallow mud ponds where they are fed with live daphnia which
has been introduced into these ponds. The high temperature
and good quality water sees the fry growing very quickly and
as a result, farmers will net the ponds throughout the summer
up to 4 times to cull, removing fish that they do not consider
worth developing and spending money on to feed. The lower
stocking rates gradually achieved this way means even greater
growth will be achieved and by September when the young koi
known as Tosai are harvested, they range from 15cm up to
30cm depending upon stocking rate. The koi are harvested
and brought into indoor concrete ponds where they are fed
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Tony and Sue at home
It was 1992 when Sue and I first visited Japan to buy Nishikigoi
as amateur hobbyists and we visited most years up to 2003
every October. In October 2005 we made our first trip on a
commercial basis to bring back koi for sale and have done so
in Spring and Autumn since then.

Koi have been bred in Japan for many years and originally were
bred by the rice farmers in Niigata as a source of winter food
when the area was usually under heavy snow. The fish were
grown in the rice paddies and in the early part of the last
century one or two of the fish went through mutations and
developed colours and patterns and began to be kept as pets.
It was soon evident that if this type of koi was bred, more
patterns and colours could be produced and koi were bred on
a small scale, developing varieties up to the outbreak of World
War 2. Shortly afterwards the invention of polythene bags
enabled these fish to be transported around Japan easily and
the post war economic boom in Japan fuelled the hobby and
the increase in breeders. The breeders are mainly situated in
a small mountainous area of Niigata Prefecture
between Nagaoka City and Ojiya City in villages
grouped together known as Yamakoshi. Koi
are produced in other areas in Japan although
the biggest number of koi farmers is still in the
Yamakoshi area, but has spread to areas in
Fukuoka, Hiroshima, Nagoya and Isawa.
Interest in the UK first arose in the very late
60’s and early 70’s and in the early 70’s, the
first visits from the UK to Japan to view and
purchase koi were made. In the early days of
visiting the koi-producing areas in Niigata,
transport was quite difficult but is now much
easier, since, in the early 80’s, the Shinkansen
Line was constructed making the journey time
from Tokyo to Nagaoka less than 2 hours.
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A koi mud pond
throughout the winter and subjected to more and more culls
and reduction in numbers until in Spring of the following year
when they finally select their Tategoi or koi which they believe
can develop and therefore be worth more money in future
years. These koi which have been kept will then be released
again into mud ponds in May when they will enter their second
year and therefore be referred to as Nisai [2 years old] and so
on through the years to be Sansai [3 years old],
Yonsai [4 years old], Gosai [5 years old], Rokusai [6 years old] etc. The bigger the koi are, the
bigger the mud pond known as doroike or
noike is required and some ponds are more like
mini lakes, deep and formed out of the natural
clay and holding up to 5,000,000 gallons. Koi
in their second year and above are released into
the mud pond and will not be caught again until
the harvest time in October and November
known as Ikeage. For koi of 2 years and older
the best mud ponds will be those situated in the
mountains around Yamakoshi. These are chosen for the maximum amount of sunlight during the day, hence the temperature of the water
is higher. In the height of summer the optimum
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temperature in these ponds is 24°C and
the koi grow at a truly amazing rate,
usually adding 20cm in their second
year.
The young koi or Tosai are not generally
for sale in Autumn as they are too small
to travel, so Spring is the time to purchase those koi but all of the other sizes
are available in Autumn and the visit in
Autumn is always highlighted by the
attendance at harvests. There is a great
excitement amongst the breeders when
harvesting a pond of 2, 3 or 4 year old
koi to see the development and
improvement of a koi which they have
not seen since they put it in the muddy
water 6 months ago. However, nature
decrees that not every koi will improve;
some koi will loose their colours, some
koi can become unhealthy and some koi
can succumb to predators. The one thing that is certain in
Japan is that they will not succumb to vandals or thieves; it is
unheard of.
One extra dimension to the hobby and business of koi is that
we will purchase koi for future resale or for clients or for
visitors with us and ask the breeder to keep them in Japan for
one or more years so that they can enjoy the benefit of further
seasons in the mud pond. Naturally there is a cost for it, and
that cost reflects the handling, cost of food, cost of fuel during
the winter when it is kept indoors. To keep the koi in Japan for
a season will cost on average £350 up to 60cm and can rise if
the koi is in excess of 75cm up to £650. It can be seen
therefore that it is only worth paying that sort of money if you
have purchased something really special.

Because the shipping of koi to the UK is expensive, it’s
important to get the best price. In order to achieve that, the
tendency is that a dealer such as myself will have a number of
koi farms where a good relationship has been built up over
many years and koi are purchased in larger numbers. Good
relationship can result often in better prices, and if not, then
a better standard of service at least, and sometimes very
special koi being selected for you to buy. There are two
simple ways to buy koi when viewing at a koi farm. One, which
is very Japanese, is to tell the farmer an approximate price that
you are willing to pay and the type and size of the koi for him
to select for you. The other way is to identify individual fish
and ask for them to be caught, displayed in a bowl and priced.
At the cheaper end, like many breeders do, the koi can be
segregated and you will be informed that all the koi in that
pond are, say, 10,000 Yen. It may be possible to negotiate a
small discount if a reasonable number of that type of koi are
purchased, but most koi farmers like to provide you with what
they consider is the best price and not enter into haggling. If
you have created a good business and personal relationship,
then you ought to be able to completely trust the farmer to
offer you his best price. We have customers from Europe, the
UK and the USA who visit Japan with us, some of which have
been each year since we commenced in business.
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The koi are transported on the long journey
from Japan to the UK in triple polythene bags
with enough water to cover their back and gills
and the bag is blown up with pure oxygen.
The average weight of a box of koi is 25 kilos
and particularly at present exchange rates it is
relatively costly to ship that amount by road to
Tokyo and then on by air to London, Heathrow, so if you do not buy wisely “to fill your
box,” you could easily pay more in airfreight
than the cost of the koi. To arrange shipping
it is necessary to have the services of a person
who is familiar with transport, air freight and
can carry out the administration between koi
farmers. This generally is one of the farmers,
and a number of them, usually with a greater
command of English to act as a go-between,
will carry out this service for a fee and payment of all road transport for the journey
between Niigata and Tokyo and air transport. They are also
responsible for providing Veterinary Health Certificates, Customs clearance, and above all, the safe packing of the koi. Koi
are shipped from one central location in Niigata, usually the
farm of the person arranging the shipping. On the shipment
day, which is usually about 10 days after our return to the UK,
all of the farms from which we have purchased will bag and
box the koi and deliver the boxes to the central point. This

will take place during the afternoon, and from that central
point they will travel by chartered truck to the airport to arrive
in the early hours of the next morning. They will be loaded
onto an early morning flight out of Tokyo to reach London,
Heathrow about 4pm where they remain until the bureaucratic
machine, known as Customs, works with our UK handling
agent in conjunction with the Animal Reception Centre at
Heathrow and at best we may collect our shipment at 8pm, at
worst it could be midnight. We then drive the fish back to
Manchester where they are released into prepared ponds after
being in a polythene bag for anything up to 40 hours. At this
point, it is difficult to know who feels more stressed, me or the
fish. At about 4 am when we have finished releasing the koi
and inspecting them, we will usually have a few minutes
wondering if it was all worthwhile, but we do it all over again
twice a year and thoroughly enjoy it.
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Purchasing koi is a strange affair, for as a start, there is no
such thing as a price list. Each koi has effectively cost the same
to produce regardless of their quality and therefore many koi
will be sold very cheaply requiring the very best koi to be
expensive to make the whole business worthwhile for the
farmer. The price of koi is full of myth and legend, but it is
perfectly easy to buy a koi in Japan for £50 and it is also
perfectly easy to buy a koi in Japan for £5,000 and readers
would be surprised just how many UK visitors do spend at the
higher levels. It is not feasible for a person to travel to Japan
and buy a few koi for his own pleasure because the breeders
will need to know that he has a method of transporting them,
a Licence to import them into the UK and that the purchases
are worth the trouble that the farmer will go to. Therefore a
dealer network in the UK exists and some of these dealers buy
wholesale from Companies which merely import in volume or
others like myself visit Japan to buy koi. Some will do it only
for their own business, but we take guests, show them the
country and assist them in purchasing koi for a commission.
That covers part of our costs and assists them in getting koi
much less than the retail price if they purchase them in the UK.
Plus the added bonus of a fantastic trip to Japan.
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locally. So we gained much knowledge of the farms and made
excellent relationships well before we took the decision to be
commercial. As a result we do not use any guides or translators or agents but deal directly with the producers, the koi
farmers.
The tours we offer our guests are much different than many
other koi tours in that we include visits to no-koi areas such
as Kyoto, Kanazawa, Mount Fuji, Yudanaka and many, many
more. Follow our Autumn 2010 trip and see more pictures of
previous trips on www.yourkoi.co.uk

Our visits to Japan of the early days were in the company of a
young Japanese man who had come to England to work for
Pete Waterman, the Pop Producer, who also had a koi outlet

Past Event Report: Pruning Trees Japanese Way with Prof. Fukuhara

The 'Pruning trees the Japanese way' event took
place on 4th September at Calderstones Park in
Liverpool. Twenty people attended, including
Prof. Fukuhara, his students and three gardeners from the park. The talk in the morning was
interesting and informative. After lunch we were
all busy with our secateurs in the Japanese
garden in the park. Everyone worked very hard
and Prof. Fukuhara was pleased with how much
the garden had improved by the end of the day.
Once again Angela's work as interpreter was
much appreciated.(by Joan Horley) For more
photos, visit the JSNW web site.
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“Japan’s Unique Concept of Perfection: a nation’s defining virtue and its crucial flaw”
A summary of William Horsley’s talk by Angela Davies
This talk dealt with the idea that Japan has always strived for financial world thought that the Nikkei would continue to rise.
perfection and believes in its own uniqueness in everything,

In fact when the bubble burst, it fell by 30,000 and has stayed

and that has really been a distinctive feature of many things in

at around 10,000 since that time.

the culture, economy, society and even language.

In education, students have been taught to conform to the

We can see the success in achievements such as the

system of society and while this outlook has been relaxed to

Shinkansen (Bullet Train), the motor industry, electronics and

some extent, most schools are still turning out students who

so on. Japan was the example of the economic miracle growing

conform to the norms of Japanese society.

so fast at the beginning of the

20th

century that in the mid

1980s its GDP was ‘larger than the combined total wealth of
the 30 Countries closest to it – including China and Russia’.
The

service

in

all

industries

including

shopping

and

The media too shows this introverted tendency and does not
expose the business scandals that Western media does. The
belief being that because society is like a family, any wrong
doing will eventually come out.

restaurants, hairdressing and bars is outstanding where the
Another aspect of this perfection is the belief that those in

‘Customer is God’ (Okyakusan wa kamisama desu).
The economic situation, however, has changed in recent years
with global problems hitting Japan like everywhere else,
bringing unemployment and homelessness, although the
strange thing is that even the homeless build their cardboard
houses with precision and keep them as orderly as their homes
once were.

power have the right to be there, which came from the
Confucian way of thinking. This was one of the reasons that
kept the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) in power for so long,
and the rulers in Japan have always defended this attitude with
the Japanese words ‘Kokutai’(the national interest). Japan has
therefore based control on internal values rather than trying to
impose laws from the outside, and does not encourage

This striving for perfection and belief in it, is something very

independent authorities to function and allow for the self-

special to Japan although uniqueness in itself is not.

questioning and internal reforms of a modern state.

There are different types of perfection. The Japanese do Japan is not particularly adept at international diplomacy. It
everything to perfection (maybe not in the way Westerners does not have the sort of independent ‘think-tanks’ that other
countries have and the law makes it difficult to set up NGOs

think is perfect), but according to the rules.
A trip to the barbers or hairdressers is an example of the
attention and service. There is also the careful attention to
cleanliness before climbing into a public bath or onsen. The
use of toilet slippers and ensuring they are facing the right way

The language too, is a perfect reflection of the society. In such
crowded cities also social awareness is very noticeable, and
is

orderly

with

little

crime

and

no

visible

aggressiveness.

encourage bold and forward looking ways of thinking. As a
country it continues to be inward looking.

introduction and adoption of Democracy 1945 in place of the
imperial system that had continued for so long, were as a result
of external influences. Japan needs to have a clear sighted
leadership which will have as much impact as these two major
changes that took place.

Although Japan has opened to the rest of the world and there
is a change in the attitude of younger people, among the older
ones there is still a feeling that a foreign presence in Japan is
almost an intrusion that would change the face of Japan. An
example of this belief in its own perfection was the firm
conviction that throughout the ‘bubble’ period, the Japanese

Editor’s Comment

still concentrates on uniformity and many universities do not

The two major changes in Japan, the Meiji uprising and the

round when leaving the toilet!

behaviour

without close links to government. Its higher education system

In conclusion it is necessary for Japan make some difficult
choices to be more outward looking to avoid the fate of either
making tremendous mistakes in its dealings with the rest of
the world or slowly declining into insignificance as other
powers become greater.

Yuko Howes

編集後記

At long last, our Japan Day is just around the corner! We have created a little preview of Japan
Day for your information, and we hope to see you all there on the day! I will be at the JSNW
stand where you can buy the raffle tickets, so do drop by. Since I started as Editor, I have
featured several Japan Day exhibitors in the “Japan Day in depth” column, and this is your
chance to come and check them out. I also hope that you enjoyed reading Charles’ story
about a unique place in Japan. If you have your own story to share, please contact
Joan Horley, Tony McCann, Charles Williams, Kevin Howes.
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How was it?

聞かせて！日本の話

6

Member’s Experience in Japan
As you might already know, some of the south-most islands of Japan lie in the sub-tropical climate zone. One of them,
Amami Oshima, just north of Okinawa, enjoys a very unique culture. In this issue, Charles Williams shares with us his
first-hand knowledge acquired by living there for a year under JET programme.
The heat and humidity were stifling and the ground floor of the
town hall was a chaotic jumble of people I had never met before,
sprawled around giant cooler boxes filled with beer and huge
platters of sushi. We were all sweating profusely. I had already
been drinking beer for most of the day, but the party was just
beginning. This was my first day on duty as the Assistant
Language Teacher (ALT) for Setouchi-cho, Amami Oshima, and
it was shaping up to be a memorable one.
The town of Koniya had burst into life for its annual
, port festival. It was the hub of a small district of around
ten thousand people, including part of the mountainous south
of Amami, the town of Koniya and the three islands of Kakeroma,
Uke and Yoro. The impenetrable jungle and winding mountain
roads around the district and out to the rest of Amami were still
in the process of being joined by tunnels, so the people of this
area had developed their own distinct customs and identity. The
port festival was their celebration of this diversity. The roads in
the town were closed off to form a loop and groups paraded
round large floats and portable
shrines representing
their contribution to the area. Farmers, fishermen and students
from each of the town’s schools lined up as well as troupes of
dancers from each village, performing their own unique dance.

so many questions
about
what was happening,
but
struggled
to
find answers.
I tried to learn
more at the
party. As the
only Westerner
there I was easy
to
approach
New Year's Day at Che-chan's house
and, the more
beer was consumed, the more people approached me for a chat. I struggled
through many friendly, gesture-filled Japanese conversations
until finally one man seemed to summon some English language
ability from deep within himself. “This is NOT Japan,” he said
haltingly, and then paused for a second. “BUT, this IS Japan.”
Seemingly overcome with the moment, he then burst into tears.
His words came back to haunt me time and time again as I
learned about Amami. Amami Oshima is part of the Ryukyu
island chain, which stretches south west from Kagoshima on
Kyushu to Okinawa. The region has its own culture, religion and
distinctive dialects. As vital links in the trading route between
Taiwan and Japan, these islands also have a complex, fascinating
history, which is quite distinct from the rest of Japan. They have
seen visits by Dutch explorers and British warships. They were
occupied and administered by the United States after the Second
World War. The islands in modern day Kagoshima prefecture,
including Amami, were handed back to Japan by the United
States as a ‘Christmas present’ on 25th December 1953, after
years of protests and hunger strikes. Evidence of the role that
the island played in the war can still be found around Setouchicho, in bunkers and crumbling lookouts.

Carrying the mikoshi at the minato matsuri
I became part of the mix, carrying the town hall
that was
a giant model of the ship, the Nippon Maru. We wheeled around
at crossroads, launched it into the air and made it rise over
imaginary typhoon waves. It was exhilarating to be within a team
throwing half a tonne of ship in the air and catching it. The pace
was fast, with plenty of stops along the way to knock back a
beer. The atmosphere was friendly enough, but none of my
colleagues spoke English and my Japanese was very basic. I had
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My schools were also very different to the typical schools that
other ALTs were attending all over Japan. The population of the
islands had dropped dramatically in the decades, from thousands to hundreds. The smallest school on one of my islands
had only two students, brothers who scrapped with each other
at the drop of a hat. All the island schools had enough classrooms to house a hundred students each, but only a handful
roamed the empty corridors. The windows flaked with paint and
rattled with every gust of wind, but the staff and students still
dutifully maintained their classrooms every day at ‘souji’
(cleaning time).
I had a fantastic time teaching at all of my schools. I visited a
different school each day and worked with more than thirty
teachers. I had about a thousand students in total and each class
was different. I devoted myself to them, spending my spare time
on the playground talking to them and playing around with
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them, greeting them in the street. I tried to prove to them that
foreigners are not to be feared.
It would have been a very boring year without the friendship of
my ‘Amami Obaa-chan’[“Obaachan” means grandma], Chechan, her husband Seki-sensei and their cheerful band of obaachans, E-chan, Ha-chan and Terumi-chan. Che-chan had
befriended every ALT who had come to live in Koniya, the main
town of Setouchi-cho. When I met her, she invited me to go for
an early-morning snorkel before school. She was surprised when
I accepted, but we went to the beach every morning for three
months with E-chan and Terumi-chan before the typhoon season made it too dangerous. During that time they spoke to me
in Japanese and helped build my confidence in speaking and
listening. They even taught me a few dialect words, which I used
in my self-introduction to comic effect!
Even though Che-chan and her husband Seki-sensei had seen
the war first hand, it had not stopped them from befriending all
the ALTs who came to live in Koniya. My predecessor arranged
for us to have dinner with them soon after I arrived on the island.

Snorkelling with Che-chan and friends
They did not speak any English at all, but they had a great sense
of humour and unlimited patience. Somehow, Che-chan understood what I meant to say, beyond my basic Japanese. After our
first meal together at their house, she fetched a small English
phrasebook and leafed through it to a familiar page. Her eyes
twinkled as she formed her mouth around the unwieldy syllables. “Pu-rii-zu kamu a-gen”, [“Please come again.”] she said
with a grin and I understood what she meant.
As my honorary ‘Amami obaa-chan’, Che-chan made sure I
experienced all that Amami had to offer, especially its fruit and
vegetables. As well as sugar cane, radishes, bamboo shoots, and
shiitake [Japanese mushroom], Amami had its own variety of
banana and grew lots of varieties of orange throughout the year.
Everyone took bags of these fruits with them when they visited
each other, so there were always plenty around. The bananas
were small and slightly tangy, while oranges came in different
shapes and sizes. Orange peel was also one of the secret
ingredients of another Amami dish that I loved, called
.
This dish was a popular dish on the island and was also served
at schools in my area on the first Monday of every month. It
consisted of a chicken broth, served with a bowl of rice and a
plate of shredded chicken, scrambled egg, chopped spring
onion, sliced shiitake mushroom, pickled papaya and grated
orange peel. You ate it usually by pouring some of the broth into
the rice, adding the ingredients and mixing it all together.
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Amami oranges
I loved Amami history, culture and food. There were sandy
beaches, coral reefs, rainforests, waterfalls and wildlife. The
people were wonderfully active and hospitable. The students
were bright and mostly eager to learn, or at the very least had a
sense of humour. Being totally immersed in a remote part of
Japan, I could pick up Japanese very quickly. I had the perfect
placement and most of my predecessors had stayed for three
years, but I gave it all up after one year! Why? Well, I had already
made that decision before I arrived on Amami. Some ALTs will
use their placement to explore and learn more about themselves, but I had already gone through this process when I went
backpacking. Other ALTs have their first experience of working
life on their placement, but I had already established a career. I
had reached a point in my career where I could take a natural
break and I wanted to give something back to the international
community. I felt that if
I put all of my energy
into a single year, I
could give the students
the best of my ability
and hopefully inspire
them, then come back
to England refreshed
and ready for the next
challenge.
You can never out-gift
the Japanese, no matter
how hard you try. Japan
Charles eating “Keihan”
gave me a unique
opportunity when it invited me to discover Amami Oshima
through the JET Programme. The island’s government would like
to encourage more tourism and has also applied for recognition
as a World Heritage Site. It certainly deserves to be better known,
both inside and outside of Japan. Japan is renowned for its
homogeneity, but as Amami shows, it actually has a lot of
interesting diversity. I hope you will be inspired to find out more
about this unique place that is in Japan but… is not Japan?
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Future Events (visit our website for details)
Sunday 17 October 2010
11:00 am - 5:00 pm

Come join us!

Midland Hotel

Japan Day is supported by:

October, Date TBA

Saturday 18th December

Venue: Etsu Restaurant, Liverpool

Venue: Padgate Community Centre

Contact: Angela Davies (angela@jsnw.org.uk)

Contact: Nigel Cordon (events@jsnw.org.uk)

Angela’s popular event at Etsu restaurant. Don’t miss it!
Saturday 5th February, 2011

Venue: TBA

Contact: Nigel Cordon (events@jsnw.org.uk)
November, Date TBA

“Pictures and Poetry on the Banks of the Sumida:

Venue: Samsi In Manchester

Boating up the River in the Edo Period”

Contact: Yuko Howes (editor@jsnw.org.uk)

An entertaining talk will be given by Timon Screech,
Professor at SOAS, University of London.
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